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By Mr. Smith of Lynn, petition of James E. Smith and Ronald
A. Pina that provision be made for direct property tax relief for
low and moderate income persons through property tax credits on
the state income tax. Taxation.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Three.

An Act to provide direct property tax relief for low and

MODERATE INCOME PERSONS THROUGH PROPERTY TAX CREDITS
ON THE STATE INCOME TAX.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1 . Section six of chapter sixty-two of the General
2 Laws, as most recently amended by section five of chapter five
3 hundred fifty-five of the acts of one thousand nine hundred
4 seventy-one, is hereby further amended by adding at the end
5 the following subsection:
6 (c) A credit shall be allowed against taxes imposed by this
7 chapter, subject to the following restrictions and limitations,
8 for that portion of the tax paid on real estate either directly or
9 through rent, by a resident of the commonwealth which was

10 levied pursuant to chapter fifty-nine on the personal residence
11 of said resident.
12 This credit shall be allowed as follows:
13 (a) an individual taxpayer whose income from all sources
14 except accident or life insurance payments, during the taxable
15 year in which the real estate tax was paid, combined with that
16 of his spouse, if any, and any other resident of his household
17 over eighteen years of age whose income during the taxable
18 year exceeded two thousand dollars, does not exceed five
19 thousand dollars, with an additional three thousand dollars for
20 the first dependent of said taxpayer as the term is used in
21 section one hundred fifty-one (e) of the Code, and including
22 his spouse if any, and an additional two thousand dollars for
23 each additional dependent, up to a maximum of sixteen
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24 thousand dollars for a taxpayer with five or more dependents
25 or a spouse and four or more dependents, shall be allowed a
26 credit in the amount of that portion of the real estate tax paid,
27 as calculated according to this subsection, which exceeds an
28 amount equal to five per cent of the income from all sources
29 except accident or life insurance payments, during the taxable
30 year in which the real estate tax was paid of the taxpayer, his^Vj
31 spouse, and any other resident of the taxpayer’s household
32 over eighteen years of age whose income during said taxable
33 year exceeded two thousand dollars;
34 (b) an individual taxpayer whose income from all such
35 sources so combined does not exceed seven thousand dollars
36 during said year, with an additional three thousand dollars for
37 the first such dependent including a spouse, and an additional
38 two thousand dollars for each additional dependent, up to a
39 maximum of eighteen thousand dollars for a taxpayer with five
40 or more dependents or a spouse and four or more dependents,
41 shall be allowed a credit in the amount of that portion of the
42 real estate tax paid as so calculated which exceeds an amount
43 equal to six per cent of such income; and
44 (c) an individual taxpayer whose income from all such
45 sources so combined does not exceed nine thousand dollars
46 during said year, with an additional three thousand dollars for
47 the first such dependent, including a spouse and an additional
48 two thousand dollars for each additional dependent, up to a
49 maximum of twenty thousand dollars for a taxpayer with five
50 or more dependents or a spouse and four or more dependents,
51 shall be allowed a credit in the amount of that portion of the
52 real estate tax paid as so calculated which exceeds an amount
53 equal to seven per cent of such income; except that any single
54 individual who qualifies as a dependent of another individual,*
55 who need not be a resident of the commonwealth, may not
56 claim this credit on his own behalf.
57 A taxpayer whose income so calculated and combined
58 exceeds the maximum amount for eligibility for any credit
59 under this subsection may, if such income would not exceed
60 said maximum amount if the amount of real estate tax paid as
61 so calculated were substracted from such income, claim such
62 credit aS if his income did not exceed said maximum amount;
63 but such credit shall be calculated on the actual income of the
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taxpayer. If the tax due as shown by the return of any
individual is less than the total amount of the credit which he
may claim pursuant to this subsection, such individual shall be
entitled to a refund in the amount of the excess of the credit
over the tax otherwise due.
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For the purposes of this subsection, residence shall mean a
building, whether owned or rented, located within the com-
monwealth and actually occupied as the primary dwelling of
the taxpayer, and so much of the land surrounding it, not to
exceed one acre, which is reasonably necessary for use of the
building as a personal residence. A residence may consist of a
part of a multi-unit or multi-purpose building and so much of
the land upon which the building is built as is reasonably
necessary for use of said building as a dwelling. If a residence is
an integral part of a larger area, including but not limited to a
farm, or a multi-purpose of multi-unit building, the amount of
tax paid shall be calculated as the same proportion of the real
estate tax paid on the whole area or building as the value of
the residence is of the value of the larger area or building. In
the case of rented residential premises, the amount of tax paid
shall be calculated as twenty-five per cent of the gross rent
actually paid for the occupancy of the premises during the
calendar year, or that portion of the calendar year during
which the premises were occupied, and the full amount of any
additional payments specifically designated as, or accruing on
account of, increased real estate tax payments and actually
paid by the occupant during the calendar year. No owner of
rented residential property may increase rents in order to
recover directly or indirectly, any credit or refund claimed or
received by a tenant, lessee or occupant pursuant to this
subsection, and no tenant, lessee or occupant shall be legally
obligated to pay any such increase or penalized in any way for
failure to do so.
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No credit shall be claimed for taxes levied on more than one
residence, except that taxes paid, directly or through rent, for
more than one residence actually occupied during different
portions of the taxable year may be added together so long as
the tax paid on no more than one residence at the same time
shall be allowed.
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taxpayer. If the tax due as shown by the return of any
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103 Any individual entitled to claim any credit pursuant to this
104 subsection and not otherwise required to file a return under
105 this chapter may obtain a refund in the amount of such credit
106 by filing a return and claiming a refund. Any refund to which
107 an individual is entitled under the provisions of this subsection
108 shall be made in the same manner as other refunds under thi«
109 chapter. No refund or credit shall be allowed pursuant to thiv-J
110 subsection unless such credit or refund is claimed on a return
11 ] filed on or before the fifteenth day of the fourth month
112 following the close of the taxable year, or within any extension
113 of time granted for filing such return. The commissioner may
114 adopt such regulations, prescribe such forms, and require such
115 information, including reasonable proof of rent paid, as he
116 finds necessary to implement the provisions of this subsection.

1 SECTION 2. This act shall apply to all taxable years begin-
-2 ning on or after January 1, 1973.

1 SECTION 3. The provisions of this act shall be severable,
2 and if any of its provisions or their application to particular
3 facts or circumstances shall be held unconstitutional by a court
4 of competent jurisdiction, the decision of such court shall not
5 affect or impair any of the remaining provisions or their
6 application to any other facts or circumstances.
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